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JnTftJDl'CTiqt. 

1.    »The Kxpert  Group Meeting on the  Existing .iolar Technology and the possi- 

bilities of manufacturing Solar Equipment  in Developing Countries- organized 

by the United nations  Industrial   Development Organization   (¡nino,   in co-opera- 

tion with Austrian Solar and Space  Agency  (ASSA) met  at Vienna,  Austria from 
14 -  1d February  1977. 

2.    The Expert  Grouo Meeting was  inaugurated throu^n welcome  addresses by a 

.JlilDO representative on behalf of Dr.  Abd-El  Hahman Khane,   Executive Director, 

UiJIDO,  by Dr.   Schreiber on behalf of  Dr. W.lhelm Gnmburg,   Director General 

of Austrian federal Ministry of Science and Research,  and  by Dr.  Bernard Kanin- 

ger of Austrian Solar and Space Agency.    These welcome statements expressed 

a deep concern about  the need to conserve energy and the need to explore 

possibilities of utilization of non-conventional sources of  energy.    The hope 

of a possible application of Solar Energy to the needs of developing countries 

both in the industrial  field and for the uplifting of living standards with 

special  reference to rural population,  was expressed.    The Executive Director, 

UKIDO,  m his Welcome Adress,   specially thanked the Government of Austria and 

also the Federal  Ministry of Science  and Research and the Austrian So ar and 

Space Agency for their continued interest,  co-operation and  financial  contri- 

bution in the organization of this Expert Group Meeting.    The Executive Director 

refered to the directives of the liound Table Ministerial Meeting on Industrial 

and Technological  co-operation amo g Developing Countries held at  New Delhi 

(4 - 6 January 1977) that UNIDO should initiate an action programme in the 

field of energy,     ile also stated that  this Expert Group Meeting on Solar Tech- 

nology is UNIDO's first step towards  crystallization of UKlDO's activities  in 

the field of Energy and for launching a meaningful programme of action which 

will be most beneficial to the needs of the developing countries.    He expressed 
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his confidence that the deliberations of the Expert Group Meeting will  result 

in practical recommendations which will guide UNIDO in formulating an effec- 

tive programme of action in the field of Solar Technology. 

3. The Expert Croup unanimously elected Dr. Gerhard Faninger,  Austrian Solar 

and Space Agency as the chairman, Dr. E.A. Färber of Solar Energy and Energy 

Conservation Laboratory,  University of Florida,  U.S.A.  and Dr.  V.G.  Bhide, 

National Physical Laboratory,  India as Vice-chairmen,  and Dr. A.A.M. Sayigh 

of College of Engineering,  Riyad,  Saudi Arabia as the Rapporteur. 

4. The Expert Group Meeting was attended by a total of 33 members.    From the 

eleven international  invited experts, nine had experience in applied Research 

and Development and two had experience in manufacturing technology.    In addi- 

tion, there were eleven participants from the Austrian Solar and Space Agency, 

Vienna; one from the Food and Agricultural Organization of the United nations, 

Rome; one from the Industrial Development   Centre of the Arab States, Cairo; 

one from the International Institute for Applied System Analysis, Austria; 

seven from the United Nations Industrial Development Organization, Vienna 

and three observers in attendance at the meeting. The experts and observers' 

participation was on the basis of their individual capacity and not as repre- 

sentatives of their countries or commercial interests. 

5. The objectives of the Expert Group Meeting were as follows: 

Evaluation of the existing technology in the field of solar energy in 

order to define the appropriate technology for the developing countries; 

- Elaboration of a programme of technical assistance aiming to develop 

the utilization of solar energy, to intensify R and D, to initiate the 

manufacture of equipment and to strengthen the transfer of technology 

among developing countries. 

6. The Agenda of the meeting concentrated on the needs of the Developing 

Countries and on the elaboration of an action\programme with major emphasis on: 

- Identification of institutions in developing and developed countries; 

- Practical R and D programmes; 

- Development of prototypes, specifications and standards; 

mm mmm 
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- Manufacturing promotion; 

- Technology transfer from developed countries to developing countries; 

- and Co-operation among developing countries. 

7.    The technical discussions during the meeting covered the various aspects 

such as: 

- solar water distillation 

- water heating 

- drying 

cooking 

- refrigeration 

- and conversion of solar energy into mechanical  energy and solar pumping. 

Relevant Technical papers were presented by some of the experts and participants. 

The summary of overall  analysis of the possibilities and the possibilities of 

Solar Energy is presented in Section 2.    A brief analysis of Solar Technology 

is Dresented in Section 3. 

Ö.    The deliberations at the Expert Group Meeting were directed towards for- 

mulating recommendations which will  guide UNIDO in development of an effective 

programme of action towards: 

- Development of specific individual  projects in co-operation with 

participating organizations; 

- Development of an integrated solar energy technology utilization 

programme/project either on regional or inter-regional basis with 

specific reference to the needs of the developing countries; 

- Co-operation among developing countries; 

- and Technology transfer from industrialized countries. 

9.    Baaed on the discussions, the Expert Group has analysed the Solar Tech- 

nology field with the following highlights in their analysis: 

- State of the Art 

- Applicability 

- Availability :  Commercially 

- The relevance to the needs of developing countries 

mm mmm 
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-    Transfer of Technology:     Commercial   and   Institutional 

Research and Development 

Co-operation among Developing Countries 

The Kxpert  Group's recommendations,  especially a plan of action  for I'niDO, 

is detailed  in Section 4. 

J 

10. The Sxnert  Group also had  the benefit  of exchange of views with  Dr.   Abd-^1 

üahman Khane,  the Executive Director,  UUTDo,  who is personally interesad  m 

this subject.     Or.  Khane expressed his great  concern on  the  need for con- 

servation  of conventional   sources of energy with spec.ia1   reference to fossi' 

fuels and  the urgent need for development of other non-exhaustible sources of 

energy of whici  Solar ICnergy holds a great  future ard oromise. 

11. The  Expert  Group also had an opportunity of elaborating their viewn with 

the Austrian Prer.s durinpr a specially arranged Presr  Conference.    T*ie  Press 

showed a great  interest   in  the  subject   of Solar  Knerpy and has  ¿nven a F
S
 g- 

nificant   coverage for this meeting in  the Austrian nress and a1 lied mass 

media. 

12.    The  Kxpert Group concluded  its work with the adaptation  of this document 

"Conclusion and   (ecommerdations".    The Representative of the  Fxecutive Director, 

l Jul DO and of the Austrian Solar and Space  Agency during the  concluding session 

thanked the experts for participating in tins meeting wi + h  I':.T00 and  PSSA and 

for promoting a common endeavour for establishing an international  nlatform 

for appreciation, technological   mformition extension,   applied  '' and D en- 

couragement,  technological  assessment and manufacturing promotion in the field 

of Solar technology with special  reference to the needs of the developing 

countries.    The experts and other participants thanked UI.IDO,   the Government 

of Austria,  the Federal Ministry of Science and Technology and ASSA for or- 

ganizing this Expert Group Meeting,  for inviting them to participate and for 

the extended hospitality. 

mm ** 
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:lQMlL_!l!Z.^y.i_.. T*ff    'OTEVriAl, AMj MXM1 ''II. I'M FS 

1.    The  Lxpert  Group r«cognized that  energy IB an  interrai   problem oí'  indus- 

trialization.     Therefore, wit   in the  context oí   the  aspirations of the deve- 

loping countries to achieve the target  of havu.r a 2U3     aliare  IM -ihe world's 

industrial   production  by the year  2000,   the Expert   ".roun  recocnned the  liriDor- 

tance of effective ami accelerated development of solar  technology and promo- 

tion of eventual   local mar ¡facture and appreciates the  initiative of '    !D0 

in this  subject with the primary objective of promoting the accelerated 

process  of  industrialization of the developing countries,   with duo consideration 

to their needn,   level  of institutional   infrastructure  and  technological   capa- 

bilities,     in this  connextion,   the Ext»ert droun Meeting has  noted that  the 

": ound Table finistenal  Meeting on  Industrial   and Technological  Co-operation 

among Developing Countries" held at  i.ew    elh:  from A  -  j .lanuary IVY,  has 

requested UNIDO to launch the  "creation  of prolamines  of  co-operation concerning 

applied research and development activities in specific sectors,  drawing upon 

machinery and capabilities already available in the developing countries", 

and energy is one of the major areas recommended by the  "ound Table Ministerial 

Meeting.     Therefore,  this Expert  Group is happy to note  that this Expert 

Group Meeting is  UidDO's first step towards crystallization of L'.MDO's activi- 

ties in the field of Energy and for launching a meaningful  programme of action 

which will  be most beneficial  to the needs of the developing countries. 

2.    The Expert  Group shares the concern of the developing and industrialized 

countries on the need for conservation of conventional  sources of energy, 

with special  reference to fossil  fuels,  and recognized  the  importance of 

development  of non-conventional  sources of energy.    Although the sources 

of such energy are wind,  Bio-gas,  Solar, Geo-thermal,  tidal, etc., the Expert 

Group recognised the potential  of solar energy which is non-exhaustible and 

abundant  in d«veloping countries.    The need for utilization of fossil fuels 

for other important product manufacture such as fertilizer, drugs and phar- 

maceuticals,   chemicals, pesticides,  plastics, etc. rather than as a source 

of energy is well recognized.    In the developing countries there IB also a 

need to prevent deforestation through non-judicious utilization of wood as 

a fuel.    Need to use animal dung as a manure rather than as a fuel is also 

well recognized. 
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3. Therefore,  the need for the development  of a programme for applied H and 

D and eventual manufacturing activity with emphasis  in Technology transfer 

from  industrialized countries,  domestic promotion of H and Ü capabilities 

as well  as co-operation among Developing Cou tries  in the field of solar 

technology is very essential.    Although the bas c concept-  in Solar Techno- 

logy are centuries old,   the  mdustr lal/corrmer": r]  application of these tech- 

niques has received a great deal  of interest  both by industrialized and 

developing countries  and also including oil  producing countries. 

4. The  concept  of economic analysis on Solar technology and equipment  rerruires 

a different philosophy and approach.    As commercial manufacture is still   in 

the early stages and   iot  too wide spread,  the analysis on optimum economic 

level  of production can not be established at  the present  time.    It  is to 

be recognized that the  initial  cost of Solar equipment  is higher than  similar 

normal   conventional  products,     ilowever,   the operating costs for Solar equip- 

ment   is  far less  in comparison. 

5. It   is also  to be  noted that  the major problems  in  Solar technology deve- 

lopment  and product  design and product manufacture are a.   the technology is 

new and in general there  is a lack of knowledge on what  can be done and how 

it  can  be used,  bi  the    élevant products and emuoment are not yet readily 

available on a commercial  basis on an extensive scale and  c) the eouipment 

initial   cost  is high probably due to limited production scale. 

<>.     In general,  it  is to be recognized that a limited number of solar products 

are commercially manufactured in a few industrialized countries and a couple 

of developing countries.    There is a need for information extension and eva- 

luation  of performance on site in interested developing countries and eventual 

investment promotion.     Tn addition,  there are a number of Institutions  in both 

developing and industrialized countries which have engaged in applied research 

and have come up with relatively technologically sound prototypes.    There  is 

a need for intensive evaluation of prototypes,  testing and transformation  into 

manufacturing prototypes, with significant emphasis on the needs of developing 

countries.    It should also be added that there  is a need for twining of such 

research and development  Institutions  in selected industrial  and developing 

countries in the field of Solar technology.    Thirdly,  there  is a need to 

mm 



develop integrated programmes of action within the framework of co-operation 

among Developing Countries.     In this connextion,  there  is a need for streng- 

thening existing selected institutions  in selected developing countries and 

transforming the same into "centres of Excellence" with a view towards 

assisting other developing countries. 

7.     In addition,  there is also a need to develop a programme of information 

extension and popularization of Solar technology in the develoDing countries. 

In this connextion,  the Governments of the developing countries should also 

take the necessary steps to initiate a modest programme  in Solar technology 

and assign such a programme to a local  institution  (together with the neces- 

sary finances and technical manpower!  with directives towards launching an 

effective '¡I and D programme with co-operation from other institutions and 

manufacturers.    Assistance from industrialized countries,  IKJIDO and other 

appropriate developing countries is necessary for development of such activi- 

ties in interested developing countries. 

Ö.    Thus there is a need to develop programmes to suit  the needs of individual 

developing countries and also to promote regional/inter-regional co-operation 

m the field of Solar technology.    This will  include information extension, 

information collection and analysis,  applied lì and D,  evaluation and manufac- 

turing promotion. 

«• 
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A   (Ì;;'I5F  A, Al YTjr.i 0/  SOLA"  TKCin.OI.OOY 

] •    ^¿^kATJ^AT^^jOI.L:  :TORS A.:) GOLA', WA'l'hJif  li RATEI ;3 

i      State of the Art:     Solar  co1 lectors are  essential  components of moBt 

:;olar ilnergy devices.     indeed,   truite a substantial   fraction of the cost  of 

:>olar devices  is  covered  by tne cost  of the  collectors.     Collectors should 

have high performance and economics.    Wlat  Plate  solar collectors have been 

developed  in  several   countries over tne last  several  year!-,.     Design para- 

meters of flat  plate  collectors are fairly well   established,     i owever,   research 

and development  to  improve  the efficiency and reduce  the  costs of the collec- 

tors will  have  to be  pursued with vigour.     The guidelines for thu design  of 

solar  collectors are  available in standard tets.     These  have been ademiately 

oresented m  a paper   in this   Cxpert  Group T'eeting. 

'iolar wat'.'r heaters are an "xtmsion of  solar  collectors and a e the 

simplest of the  .olar energy dev  cos.    Several   commercial   concerns both  in 

developed and developing countrm.   aro manufacturing solar v/ater heaters. 

These are extensively available in many countries.     The  expert Group feels 

that  the technology for the  fabrication of  solar water heaters  is well 

established and can  be translated into commercial   production both   in develo- 

ping and develoned countries. 

ii'  Assessment  of Applicability:    Solar collectors  form an essential  com- 

ponent of most  solar energy dev.ces and therefore  need nighest  consideration, 

it  in essential  for any country desirous of utilizing solar energy to set up 

commercial  production of flat  plate solar collectors.    The solar water heaters 

have utility both for household consumption of hot  water as well  as in indus- 

trial heating.    The technology for fabricating solar water heaters both 

industrial and household has relevance both  to the  needs of the developing 

and developed countries. 

iii)  Commercial  Availability:    Klat  plat"  solar  collectors are commercially 

available in a number of countries.    The technology for making flat plate 

mmmm—m—mmmmm 
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collectors and solar water heaters nan be easily transfered to those countries 

which do not have the know-how.     It  is desirable to  promote commercial  pro- 

duction of both solar collectors and solar water heaters. 

iv)    Relevance for Developing Countries:    As stated earlier,  flat plate 

collectors form an essential   component of most solar energy devices and 

consequently need to be given highest priority.    The Expert Group feels that 

solar energy itself has great  relevance to the needs  of the developing coun- 

tries and therefore strongly recommends that the flat  plate collector industry 

should be promoted. 

v)    Transfer of Technology -  Commercial and Institutional:    As Btated earlier, 

the technology for making flat plate collectors is extensively available  in 

a number of developed countries and in a few developing countries.     Commercial 

transfer of technology is feasible and has indeed taken place in a few cases. 

[t  is DossibJe to develop flat  Diate collector industry in a developing coun- 

try as a .joint venture.    The  Expert Group recommends that  institutional 

collaboration between the developing countries themselves and between the 

developing and the developed countries be promoted vigously.    Every help 

should be given to the country  in which technological  know-how is available 

to put flat plate collectors and solar water heaters into commercial production. 

vi )    Research and Development:     It is of utmost importance that research and 

development be vigorously pursued with the view towards increasing the 

efficiency and to reduce the  cost of solar collectors and solar water heaters. 

There is a need for institutional  collaboration among the developing countries 

for research and development  on flat plate and other types of collectors. 

vii)    Co-operation among Developing Countries: Commercial and institutional 

transfer of technology for making solar collectors and solar water heaters 

should be encouraged among the developing countries. 

II.    SOLAR DISTILLATION 

i) State of the Art: Solar distillation can be subdivided into two major 

approaches: a) simple basin-type solar stills and b) solar-assisted dis- 

tillation.    The first approach  is a proven technology and many installations 

mm 
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exist  around the world.    Solar-assisted distillation  is a combination of 

solar collectors and distillation equipment.     This combination of both has 

not been tested,  even though the two main components have been sufficiently 

tested. 

ii i     Applicability:    Technology of simple solar stills  is developed suffi- 

ciently to be used anywhere  it may be needed.     The unit surface cost  is 

relatively independent of size.     The capacity of the  largest  still   in the 

world is under 30 m    freshwater production per day.     Labour and most  of the 

materials required for the  implementation are  available locally in the 

developing countries.    Technology of solar-assisted distillation has a 

favourable economy of scale.    The capacity should be of the order of  200 m  / 

day or more on the basis of existing technology.    Further development and 

scale-up of existing evaporators  could fill  the gap between  30 m    and 200 m  / 

day.     Construction of plants based upon technology envisaged in solar- 

assisted distillation could be  carried out in most developing countries with 

the assistance of the appropriate expertise.     However,  some sophisticated 

components can be obtained from the world market. 

lii)    Availability:    Some designs of simple basin-type stills are available 

commercially,  however, durability is not proven.    The  components in  solar- 

asoisted distillation are available commercially, but  economic consideration 

for each separate application must be given. 

iv)    The relevance to developing countries:    The arid zones of the world, 

where insolation levels are high,  are mostly in the developing countries. 

Consequently,  solar distillation seems to be specifically relevant to these 

countries    ow and even more so in the future. 

v)    Transfer of technology - Commercial and Institutional:    Technology of 

simple solar stills can be immediately implemented.    The technology for the 

components of the solar-assisted distiller exists in some developing countries 

and can be easily transfered to most. 

vi)    Research and Development:    Action programmes must be undertaken by 

developing countries as Boon as possible.    The programme should include the 
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following: 

- in particular the testing of materials  of  construction for  solar 

Btills,  collectors,  etc.  obtainable locally and miantifving the 

effect of different levels of maintenance 

- investigating the effect  of coupling of solar collectors to  sea 

water distillation equipment  already  installed in their countries 

- investigate both theoretically and experimentally possible methods 

of improving the performance of existing large  scale niants 

- investigating solutions to problems of heat  storage and transient 

behaviour of distillation plants 

III.     SOLAH  COOK; NO  AiJD DRYI.'iG 

ii     State of the Art:     Small   scale Solar drying technology is relatively 

well  established with a considerable amount  of Ii and D activities having 

been undertaken for a considerable number of years.     Larger scale  Solar 

drying technicnies  and systems,  using ecfuipment to  facilitate and enhance 

the drying process,  as opposed to using natural  sun drying,  is used   in some 

industrialized countries  in particular. 

As to Solar cooking,  technologies have been developed in the past which 

operate to a greater or lesser degree of effectiveness.    The sociological 

and cultural  factors dominate this field,  as well  as the availability of 

Solar radiation at  the time when the preparation of food is recnnred.    As 

approximately 8a' of the basic energy needs of many of the communities in 

developing areas  is the provision of cooking energy,  the serious  implications 

of the deforestation,   and subsecpient soil  erosion,  pollution,  and the lack 

of recycling of natural  fertilizers has a significant effect on the overall 

productivities of these areas.    Technologies exist today which can alleviate 

the demand for cooking fuel using solar energy. 

ii)    Assessment of applicability:    The Solar cooking and drying technologies, 

as discussed above,  are not only applicable but necessary.    As these tech- 

nologies,   in small  scale application must be integrated into the community 

life, it will not prove successful to parachute alien systems without an 

appropriate methodology of introduction,  compatible with local food traditions. 
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Hybrid systems comgining conventional fuel  supplies,   such as wood,  oil, 

etc. with solar technology,  r.hould be implemented as appropriate options. 

iii)    Availability - Commercially:    Small  scale drying and cooking technologies 

exist today - very few, however, are commercially available in developing 

countries.     In larger scale solar drying technology there is obviously the 

possibility for more investigation and development  of systems,     "olar systems 

are available in a number of developed areas.    Large scale solar cooking 

technology,  however,  has hardly been touched and would require an adequate 

local research effort. 

iv)    Relevance to developing countries:    The relevance is tremendous and 

there do not appear to be inexpensive alternatives to conventional fuels 

systems available in the rural areas of developing countries, which could 

replace solar drying and cooking.    Other non-conventional energy source, 

such as bio-gas, would be best used to increase the productivity of rural 

areas, while allowing solar cooking to provide the bulk of the cooking 

energy requirements. 

v)    Transfer of Technology - Commercial and Institutional:    There certainly 

is a role for the exchange of commercial information on the availability of 

materials and processes, though in small scale applications,  it would appear 

that local fabrication will no doubt be taking precedence. 

vi)    Research and Development:    In the field of solar drying there is a con- 

siderable scope to investigate total systems including solar energy collection, 

storage, and drying chamber heat and mass transfer conditions.    The systems 

approach should be given precedence as these technologies exist to a large 

extent. 

In the field of solar cooking there is considerable scope in both large 

and small scale systems development.    In both solar cooking and drying 

technology the introduction of local materials is critical.    This should not 

be done to the exclusion, however, of materials which might enhance conside- 

rably the performance and facilitate the introduction.    This might requirs 

a structural change in foreign aid or scarce material allocation,  such as 
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the case of copper pines  or other tech olopioal   systems which have already 

proven themselves in the  apolication of these techniques. 

vii)    Co-operation amon^ developing countries:     It  is essential that the 

international  organizations promote the exchange of experiences between de- 

veloping countries to a far greater extent.    The provision of research 

funding as well as the sponsoring of written exchange on techniques using 

these systems is highly recommended. 

IV.     SOLAR  REFRIGERATION  AW) AIR-COrJDJTlOi.L'jQ 

i)    State of the Art:     Among the refrigeration processes available,  an inter- 

mittent low temperature absorption refrigeration system would appear to be 

the most suitable for Solar Refrigeration.    To date,   liouid systems have 

been more extensively tested than other configurations.     Basic modifications 

of well established technology, which in their solar version have been brought 

to prototype  stage,  have been tested and adeouately described.    Other refri- 

geration technologies seem to lend themselves less to solar modification 

based on available information.    However,  the solid abf-orption cycle systems 

applicability could be assessed after field test programme analysis is 

completed. 

ii)    Applicability:    The plant should be constructed and    perated at community 

level, rather than at private household level.    The community could be a rural 

community,  which supposedly possesses no electricity,  or it  could alternatively 

be a town with electricity.    The plant could be used either as a cold storage 

plant or as  a block ice production plant.     It  could also be used for esta- 

blishing a chain of cooling centres.    There is also a demand for thermally 

powered refrigeration plants utilizing gas, waste-wood,  coal,  or geothermical 

energy as a heat source.    The abovementioned process lends itself to these 

alternatives. 

iii)    Availability - Commercially:    Nun« 

iv)   Relevance to developing countries:    It is a recognized fact that there 

is a great demand for Buch refrigeration equipment in all developing countries. 
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Household air-conditioning may  be  regarded as a lower  priority as  compared 

to  industrial   air-conditioning and  refrigeration plants. 

v      Transfer of Technology -  Commercial  and   institutional:     The  liquid niant 

should  be preferably produced  in a modular  capacity  and sizes which  can 

easily  be adapted to the  local   demand.    The  advantage  of using the modular 

system   is the  possibility of  interchanging comnonent^,   spare parts,   etc. 

In addition,   other systems such  as  the  solid absorption plants are  currently 

under  tests or merit   further  investigation,   exoecially under tirevailmp 

conditions   >f develooing countr es  and performance  characteristics  and re- 

liability assessed. 

It   is recommended that  an  appropriate number of  units of the refrigeration 

niant  should   be built   m a factory   in  one of the developing countries.    There- 

after,   these units should be  sent  out   to a number of  selected institutions  of 

-i  few  developing countner   for  through  testing and   then  testing under  actual 

.]r,f'   in   a  few   rural   "ommurii t ien . 

V.     T:.,A;!5i''0|.;HAT10;.:  Or1  SQU:<   F;:.'K;tfiY_j_..TO Vi^A.'.'HiAL  Ki.ffliCiY 

i '     State of the Art:     A number of  system:   as per the   information  available 

are either work ng,   or under test  or   in the design  stage.     Around 50 units 

of   1   kw organic vapour,   rankine  cycle  systems are working and the  technology 

is being improved upon.     2 -   10 kw units with organic  vanour rankine  cycle 

systems with rotary machine  or screw expander or reciprocating engine or 

spiral   exDanders have  been designed,   prototypes fabricated and limited testing 

is underway by selected institutions/organizations   in  a few industrialized 

countries and developing countries.     Techno-economic  assessment of  such de- 

si.Tis  could be made only after sufficient prototypes  are tested under field 

conditions for sufficient duration. 

il       Assessi.ent  of Apdicability:     As of today,  no  system  is fully proven 

and can be put  into mass production.     However, these devices are technically 

feasible and some pumping units are  operating under  field conditions.    Tech- 

nological  development   is still   continuing.     Systems   in the  range  of  ? -   1*5 

kw are reauired in the developing countries,    ^hese  should be efficient, 

simple to operate and  should need  very little or no maintenance. 
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ni)     Commercial   Availability:    Most of the  systems have  been  developed  in 

the laboratory.    A number  of prototypes have been constructed.    Then thev 

Bhould be  further tested  in  the field where they are suonosed  to be used 

before any recommendations   regarding: commercial  availability of a reliable 

syBtem can be made. 

IV)    itelevance to the developing countries:     These systems  are extremely 

relevant to the needs of the developing countries.    If systems are made  in 

modu.ar form,   they can be  used for a variety of purposes  such  as  for pumping - 

irrigation and drinking water,  for driving small machinery  and for generation 

of electrical power.    In  a  large number of developing countries thene systems 

have high priority. 

v)    Recommendations:    It   is  suggested that  PWIDO should,  with the help of 

three - four experts, undertake objective evaluation of the  systems available. 

Based on this evaluation,   few prospective  systems may be  chosen for field 

trial  in two developing countries where infrastructure and testing facilities 

are available.    UNIDO may take further steps,  based on these  field trials, 

to promote manufacture of  the proven systems  in those countries which are 

willing to put up modeling effort.    The technology thus generated should 

be freely available to the  developing countries. 

In view of the great   importance the developing countries  attach to these 

systems,  the Expert Group  feels that H and D efforts in both  developing and 

the developed countries be  stepped up.    The group also feels  strongly that 

these prototypes should be  designed and engineered properly  so that they 

would not  need any or better maintenance.     Some field trials  should be en- 

couraged. 

Collaboration between developing countries themselves and between developed 

and developing countries for Research and Development and extension should 

be encouraged. 

vi) Co-operation between developing countries: Co-operation between deve- 

loping countries in this field may take any of the following forms. All of 

these should be promoted: 
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Co-ooeration  between developin,» countries for Research and Development. 

I,nield testing of systems developed in developing countries in other 

developing countries. 

Horizontal  transfer of technology and training between the developing 

countries. 
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Section â 

RECOMMENDATIONS;    A  PLAN Ol'1 AOTIOK BY UNIDO 

I.    Preamble;    The Expert  Group recognized that Solar Technology is a multi- 

disciplinary area of activity with continued potential   for successful   economic 

applications  in both  industrialized and developing countries.    Therefore, with 

due regard to the activities of I ¡NTDO in the encouragement  of applied  R and 

n, manufacturing promotion and technology transfer in the  field of Solar 

technology as applicable to the needs of the develomng countries,  the  Expert 

Group also recognized the  fast growing technological   advances in this  field 

in  industrialized countries and some developing countries,   and the Expert 

Group places a great   ímDortance on UNIDO's  capabilities of assisting deve- 

loping countries through continued up-to-date sources of knowledge and 

effective assessment  of fast growing technology. 

RECOMMENDATION  1;    Therefore,  the Expert Group recommends  that UK IDO esta- 

blish an "Advisory Group on Solar Technology" on an honorary basis.     Such 

an Honorary Advisory Group shall  consist of selected eminent technical  per- 

sonnel  in Solar Technology,  both from industrialized and developing countries, 

and shall  act  as the "focal  point of reference and technical  contact"  for 

UNIDO.    Each member of the Advisory    Group        will  be recruested to advise 

U¡."IDO in his  individual  and honorary capacity in technological  information 

dinsimination system.    The Advisory Group at the request  of UNIDO, will meet 

on an adhoc basis to discuss specific technical problems,   assist UNIDO Secre- 

tariat and also be available to render short   term Expert  Consultancy Services 

in the field when recpiested by UNIDO.    Such  field Services  shall be based on 

a non-conventional financial basis, with a token recognition fee only. 

II.    Preamble;    The Expert Group is of the strong opinion that the Solar 

technology in terms of scientific and theoretical principles is well esta- 

blished.    However,  it is the transformation of scientific principles into 

technological hardware which is still under intensive work in industrialized 

and a few developing countries.    Kor example, a) only collectors (flat  plate 

and small concentrated type) and water heaters are commercially available, 

b)    the simple water distiller stills, simple dryers and cookers have been 
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successfully manufactured but have not yet  been taken up on industrial  pro- 

duction basis primarily due to need for market development and extension, 

c)     the pump system,  space heaters  (household,  industrial,  recreational, 

etc. )  dryers    compact cookers,  solar generators, multi-stage distillers and 

intermittent low temperature absorption refrigeration systems have been 

successfully designed and fabricated by a few manufacturers and Institutions, 

fany judgement on large scale manufacturing possiblities/investment promotion 

could be given only after field trials with emphasis on reliability and per- 

formance analysis.)  d)    the refrigeration system  (solid absorbers:  calcium- 

chloride and others)  and air-conditioners are still  in the prototype stage 

and recuire further R and D work and field testing of prototypes,  e)  the 

central power station system  is in conceptual stage and has a great future 

potential,  f)  solar cells for space application have been successfully 

designed, manufactured and used in selected industrialized countries.    How- 

ever, transformation of the same to large scale terrestial usage requires 

further technological work to reduce costs.  Solar cells,  however, hold a 

great promise to all countries. 

Therefore the work of UÌIIDO in the promotion of Solar technology and 

eventual manufacturing programmes should be geared up to different levels 

of "State of the Art" and future potential. 

RECOMMENDATION 2:     In order to promote the  concept of Solar technology and 

its potential to the developing countries,  UMIDO should collect available 

information    and make it available to all developing countries and Institu- 

tions in industrialized countries.    In addition,  UNIDO should launch a pro- 

gramme for preparation of the specific technical manuals  (sources of informa- 

tion,  State of the Art, etc.) and also organize workshops and initiate fellow- 

ships  (training) for the benefit of developing countries. 

RECOMMENDATION 3:    UNIDO should assist developing countries, at their request, 

in negotiating with foreign manufacturing firms for local manufacture of 

well-established commercial products, with emphasis on assessment of tech- 

nology, suitability for local application, performance evaluation through 

local testing and commercial/techno-economic negotiations in manufacturing. 

It  is recommended that at the request of the developing country, UNIDO become 
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the active adviBer in all  Buch negotiations with a view towards achieving 

a most satisfactory agreement with due consideration to the interests of the 

developing countries. 

RECOMMENDATION 4;     UNIDO should actively associate with the programmes of 

development of selected H and D Institutions of industrialized countries and 

also of selected developing countries, with reference to products that  have 

been fabricated but require further testing.    In this connextion,  UNIDO 

shall act  as an active partner in twining of institutions in industrialized 

and developing countries and assist in installation of such prototypes  in 

developing countries through testing and techno-economical  evaluation. 

Assistance  in transformation of the test  prototypes to "commercial manufac- 

turing prototypes'*  is also necessary.    UNIDO shall  also assist the  Institu- 

tions of developing countries in securing such a technology and in manufac- 

turing promotion.     In this connextion,  UNIDO at the request of developing 

countries,   should depute approDriate experts to assist  the governments  in 

formulating such an integrated programme and also assist  in the effective 

realization of the same. 

RECOMMENDATION 5;     UNIDO,  through active association with Selected R and D 

Institutions of industrialized countries shall assist R and D Institutions 

of developing countries  in keeping informed about the activities  in the 

conceptual  stage and of activities which have a great potential future. 

III.    Preamble:    The Expert Group - taking into account the required level 

of technological  infrastructure,  the continuous technological  changes that 

are taking place and the need for adaptation of technologies and prototypes 

throufjh field testing, as well as laboratory analysis,  adaptation, negotiation 

for local manufacture and local entrepreneurship development - attaches a 

great importance on technology transfer from industrialized countries as 

well as co-operation among developing countries. 

RECOMMENDATION 6;    The Expert Group recommends that UNIDO assist all interested 

developing countries at their request to establish or strengthen appropriate 

national  Institutions with emphasis on applied '? and D,  evaluation of tech- 

nologies,  negotiations on manufacture and local entrepreneurship developme t. 
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The work programmes should take into consideration the local needs, Level 

of technology, product priority and potential, and operate on ti.e basis 

of technology transfer from Institutions of industrialized countries, with 

emphasis on co operation among  developing countries, with a view towards 

developing local capabilities.  In this connextion, U,:iDO shall assist the 

developing countries m making judicious decisions with respect to programmes 

on Solar Technology development, both H and Ü institutional, investment pro- 

motion and manufacturing promotion. 

RECOW SUDATI 01 •' 7;  In order to a) promote co-operation among developing 

countries, b1 to mobilize technological and financial resources, c* to pro- 

mote the concept of self-reliance and d> to effectivelv utilize the tech- 

nological accomplishments and capabilities of selected developing countries 

for the benefit of other developing countries, it is recommended that Ui.lDO 

strengthen appropriate existing Institutions in selected developing countries 

(which have technological, industrial and infrastructural capabilities i  and 

transform the same into "Solar Energy Centres of Excellence" with the ob- 

jective of developing an applied R and Ü orogramme for the benefit of other 

interested developing countries. Therefore, the Expert Group recommends 

that Ui:iD0 ascertain the interest of selected potential developing countries 

in being associated in  this programme, to become ne in the nucleus of the 

activities within the framework of co-operation among developing countries 

and assist the local Institutions to develop an integrated work programme 

of applied lì  and D, assessment of technologies, evaluation of prototypes 

and products, dissimenate technological information and techmcruen, train 

technical personnel from other developing countries and promote entrepre- 

neurshiü development. Such "Centres of Excellence" should also make available 

prototypes and designs and technologies to other developing countries, en- 

gage in co-operative evaluation and develop a programme for eventual local 

manufacture of approoriate products with due emphasis on relevant technology. 

In this connextion, UNTDO should also develop a co-operative programme be- 

tween two such "Centres of Excellence".  It is also strongly recommended 

that UNIDO activities promote co-operation and transfer of technology to 

Buch "Centres of Excellence" by Institutions and manufacturers from indus- 

trialized countries. 
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IV.  Preamble;  The expert GrouD is of the strong opini in that practical 

use of Solar energv has become a reality and that the world today has 

entered thin threshhold.  it is a technology with great potential and it 

is of great benefit to the needr. of developing countries.  The work vili 

renruire applied I. and D, technology assessment, prototype field anaJ'SiK, 

assessment of reliability of products, including techno-economic and cost 

analysis, development of manufacturing technology, entrenreneurship pro- 

motion and eventula local manufacture. Therefore, the expert (Jroup is of 

the opinion t at UuIDO should take leadership and in tiative and develop an 

integrated programme of action. 

¡tftCOMMEUDATlOI! 8;  It is recommended that U'iIÜO develop an integrated short 

term and medium term action programme for the benefit of developing count ri PP. 

In this connextion, it is recommended that 1JUIDO develon a co-operative pro- 

gramme with Institutions and manufacturers in industrialized countries ar, 

well as in developing countries.  Special emphasis is to be paid to co-ooe- 

ration from other U.. orga: izations and agencies, as wel  as appropriate 

inter-governmental and non-governmental organizations. 

RECOMMENDATION ?: It is recommended that the governments of developing 

countries give sufficient priority on mitation of a programme of action in 

the field of Solar technology. This may reouire allocation of a Solar tech- 

nology programme to an existing appropriate institution and provision of 

relevant finances and technical manpower and development of a practical work 

plan.  In addition, it is also recommended that the governments, through 

existing meteorological Institutions, initiate the necessary steps for col- 

lection of appropriate data, with a view towards assistm • and guiding a 

Solar technology programme. 

ItECOMMENDATION 10;  It is recommended that UHIDO take an active role with 

the governments of industrialized countries on the concern of initiation 

of appropriate integrated activities through 1ÏÏ.1DO for the benefit of deve- 

loping countries.  In this connextion, the Expert Group strongly urges tha+ 

UNIDO initiate a programme to secure financial contributions from indus- 

trialized countries for integrated Solar Energy nro/iects and initiate 

meaningful and effective plane of action. 

À 
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• JKC.'OMKKi.'DATlO!; 11;  As finances are most important for initiation of any 

Solar technolofry programme, it is recommended that governments of developing 

countries earmark appropriate finances for such an activity.  In addition, 

it is also recommended that IK.IDO initiate a programme to secure appro- 

priate contributors (finances and inkind:  physical facilities, technology, 

etc. ' within the framework of co-operation amonp; developing countries. 

Jb 
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